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Electrical Characteristics: 

Solar panel 5.5V, 0.5W 

Li-ion battery 2000mAh, 3.7V 

Led 200Lumens 

Colar temperature 
Warm white(dim light)+ 
Pure white(full bright) 

Charging time 22 hours 

Lighting mode Dark/DIM/Bright 
Lighting time More than 3 nights 

Ray sensor <10Lux 

PIR sensor 3-5m, 120° 

Waterproof IP65 

lnstall height 2.5-3.5 m 

Mate rial PC &ABS 

Size 127*114.5*56mm 

Warranty 1 years 
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Operation Instructions: 
1. How to install the device? 
1) Firstly, choose the place without any shade to install the lamp. 
2) Secondly, drill hales on the wall or pole, the distance between 
2 hales is as shows below: 
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3) Finally, fix the lamp on the wall or pole Io the drilled holes with the 
supplied screws. Be noted to rnake the lamp face to sun light directly 
for betler charging. 
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t to unlock and lock(turn off )the light? 
ock the device under sunlight, the light will start 
ig normally. 

* 
the solar panel side down to turn off the light. 
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How's the light working? 

Srew on the wall or pole by 
the supplied screws 

Step1 :Light switch off for sun 
charging in daytime 
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( * Step2: Il auto turn on Dim * light in dark/ al night 
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Step4: When people leaving 2m away, 

the light will turc::im lii again. 
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Step3: When people walk 2m near, the light 
will turn on bright light and delay 30S 
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Special Note 
1. Please give bright sunlight charging over 5 hours before first time 
use, as the battery maybe consumed during shipping and storage. 
2. If the light do not gel charged from sunlight for more than 3 months, 
please charge it under bright sunlight, 
or the battery maybe out of power. 
3. If the sun light is not good, it will take longer lime to fully charge 
the light, this is very normal for solar products. 

Package include: 
1. Expansion pillar-hinge: 2PCS 
2. Screws: 2PCS 
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